From the start, use the Blue Spectator Route to catch up to your participant at Hold Your Wood, before heading toward Berlin Walls.

After Berlin Walls, watch your Mudder attempt to scale Everest 2.0 before trying to clamber up Pyramid Scheme.

After Pyramid Scheme, follow the Blue Route to connect with the start of the Yellow Spectator Route.

Follow the Yellow Route to watch King of the Swingers, Funky Monkey the Revolution, and Arctic Enema the Rebirth.

Finally take the Yellow and Blue Route back to the finish to watch Legionnaires catch air time at Kong and First Timers face down Electroshock Therapy.

Then meet your Mudder at the finish line to congratulate them and enjoy a cold Guinness Blonde.
From the start, use the Blue Spectator Route to catch up to your participant at Hold Your Wood, before heading toward Berlin Walls.

After Berlin Walls, watch your Mudder attempt to scale Everest 2.0.

Finally, watch your Mudder try to clamber up Pyramid Scheme, the last obstacle on the Tough Mudder Chicago Half Course.

Then meet your Mudder at the finish line to congratulate them and enjoy a cold Guinness Blonde.